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Selectmen's Office — 362-5266





Tues.lOam- 5pm, 6-8 pn
Wed. 10am- 5pm
Fri.lO - 5 pm, 6-8 pm
Planning Board ~ 362-5761
Office Open: Mon.,Tues.,Wed.2-5 p.m.
Atkinson Police Department
24-Hour Bnergency No. 362-5536
Office - 362-4001
Open: Mon. 7-9pm; Wed. 9-11 am
Fri. l-3pm
Tax Collector — 362-5357
Office Open: Mon. 5-9pm
Wed. 11am - 5pm
Fri. 11am - 3pm
Building Inspector — 362-5761
Office Open: Mon. 7-9pm
Kimball Public Library ~ 362-5234
Open : Mon . 2-6pm
Tues. & Thurs. 10 am -9 pn
Wed. 2-5 pm
Sat. 10am - 3pm
Atkinson Fire Department
24-Hour Emergency No. 362-5311
Atkinson Transfer Station
Open:
Wed. 1-5 pn; Sat. & Sun. 8 am - 5 pm
Schedule of Meetings
Selectmen Monday, 7: 30 pm
Planning Board 2nd & 4th Thursday
Conservation Cortmission 3rd Monday
Board of Adjustment 3rd Wednesday
Recreation Comnission 2nd Wednesday
Budget Conmittee 2nd Tuesday
List of Local Organizations
Garden Club Day Hone Extension
Grange Evening Home Extension
Lions Club Friends of the Library




Representatives to the General Court
The Honorable Natalie Flanagan
The Honorable Roger Stork
Term Exp
Term expires
STATEMENT OF APPROPRIATIONS AND TAXES ASSESSED
Appropriations
Total Appropriations - Town Departments $678,570.00
Total Appropriations - Special Articles 105 , 046 . 00









Highway Block Grant 26,061.00
L.W.C.F. 21,700.00
Motor Vehicles Refunds 9,736.00
Shared Revenues 48,017.00
Licenses and Permits
Motor Vehicle Peimit Fees 202,000.00
Dog Licenses 2,200.00
Business License, Permits and Filing Fees 7,000.00
Fine and Forfeits 400.00
Charges for Services
Income Fran Departments 15,000.00
Rent of Town Property 100.00
Miscellaneous Revenues
Interests on Deposits 125,000.00
Sale of Town Property 4,000.00
Other Local Incone 2,800.00
Other Financing Sources
Withdrawals from Capital Reserve 7,500.00
Revenue Sharing Fund 28,746.00
Fund Balance 125,000.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $682,979.00
Net Town Appropriations $ 100,637.00
Net School Appropriations 2,191,880.00
County Tax Assessments 141,274.00
Total of Town, School and County 2,433,791.00
Deduct Total Business Profits Tax Reimbursement 86,655.00
Add War Service Credits 21,550.00
Add Overlay 17,643.00
Property Taxes To Be Raised 2,386,326.00
Tax Rate Per Department of Revenue Administration - $20.03
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
1. Town Hall, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipment
2. Libraries, Lands and Buildings
Furniture and Equipnent
3. Police, Lands and Buildings
Equipnent
4. Fire Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment
5. Highway Department, Lands and Buildings
Equipment




















Exeter &, Hampton Electric
Public Service Ccmpany OF NH
New England Telephone
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Penalties on Resident Taxes
Abatanents Made During Year
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes
Uncollected Taxes December 31, 1983





























































Uncollected Taxes as of Janioary 1, 1983





Remittances to Treasurer During Fiscal Year
Resident Taxes $ 70.00
Penalties Collected 7.00
Abatements Made During Year
Resident Taxes 40.00
TOTAL CREDITS $ 117.00
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SUMMARY OF TAX SALES ACCDUNTS
Fiscal Year Ended Decanber 31, 1983 (June 30, 1984)
Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire
- DR. -
Tax Sales on Account of Levies Of —
Previous
1982 1981 1980 Years
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes -
Beginning Fiscal Year $ $18892.01 $2578.92 $
Taxes Sold to Town During
Current Fiscal Year 66750.18 — —
Interest Collected After Sale. . . 2118.33 3204.04 922.24
Redemption Costs
TOTAL DEBITS .... $68868.51 $22096.05 $ 3501.16 $.
- CR. -
Ranittances to Treasurer During Year
Redenptions $42642.61 $13334.98 $ 2396.54 $.
Interest & Costs After Sale. . .
Abatements During Year
Deeded to Town During Year . . . .
Unredeemed Taxes - End of Fiscal Yr. 18864.43 5344.90
Unremitted Cash
2118.33
Costs Collected During 1983 384.90
Tax Sale March 12, 1983 66,750.18
Total si±)mitted to Treasurer for the Year 1983 $2,433,886.83






For year ending December 31, 1983
Auto Fees $210,252.00
Dog Licenses 2 , 100 . 55
Dog Fines 171 . 50
Filing Fees 7.00
























Property Taxes - 1983
Resident Taxes - 1983
Property Taxes - Previous Years
Resident Taxes - Previous Years











Motor Vehicle Permit Fees
Dog Licenses
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees
Charges for Services:
Income fron Departments
Rent of Town P>roperty
Miscellaneoios Revenues:
Interest on Deposits




Withdrawal from Capital Reserve
Revenue Sharing Fund
Interest on Investment of Revenue Sharing Fund
Non-Revenue Receipts:
Proceeds of Tax Anticipation Notes


















Selectmen's Assistant & Bookkeeper
Treasurer & Deputy
Town Clerk & Deputy
Tax Collector & Deputy
Planning Consultant

































































































































































Sunmary of Income: (See next page)
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Planning Board (Cont.)































































































Office & Operating Supplies
Minor Equipnent








































































































1983 Appropriations $ 29,220.46
Expenditures
Balance

































1983 Appropriations $ 3,450.00
Sunmary of Expenditures:
Supervisor



































$ 5,223.30 $ 5,223.30
$ 351 . 70
Ambulance




















Animal Control (Cont .
)































1983 Appropriations $ 10,119.00
Sunmary of Expenditures:
Food
Building Materials & Supplies
Loam
Minor Equipnent






















Dues, Subscriptions & Memberships
Special Program
Balance, to be carried over
Insurance





















1980 - Planning Consultant
1980 - Meadow Lane
1982 - Police Department Insulation
1982 - Revaluation




















Fire Department Capital Reserve







































A/^^^fiNiT-A^r-rc p Afir,i-r^DC TELEPHONE 1603) 224-2000ACCOUNTANTS & AUDITORS carrigain commons
244 NORTH MAIN STREET
DONALD F. MASON. PA. CONCORD. NEW HAMPSHIRE 03301
JON R. LANG. CP.A.
THOMAS L MARSH. CP.A.





Atkinson, New Hampshire 03811
As part of our examination of the financial statements of the Town of
Atkinson, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31, 1982, we made a study
and evaluation of the Town's system of internal accounting control to the
extent we considered necessary to evaluate the system as required by gener-
ally accepted auditing standards. Under these standards, the purpose of such
an evaluation is to establish a basis for reliance on the system of internal
accounting control in determining the nature, timing and extent of other
auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an opinion on the
financial statements and to assist the auditor in planning and performing his
examination of the financial statements.
The establishment and maintenance of a system of internal accounting control
is an important responsibility of Town officials. The objective of internal
accounting control is to provide reasonable, but not absolute, assurance as
to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use or disposi-
tion and the reliability of financial records for preparing financial state-
ments and maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable
assurance recognizes that the evaluation of these factors necessarily
requires estimates and judgments by Town officials.
Because of the inherent limitations in any system of internal accounting
control, errors or irregularities may nevertheless occur and not be detected.
Also, projection of any evaluation of the system to future periods is subject
to the risk that procedures may become inadequate because of changes in
conditions or that the degree of compliance with the procedures may deterio-
rate.
- 37
Town of Atkinson, NH -2- January 31, 1983
Our study and evaluation made for the limited purpose described in the first
paragraph would not necessarily disclose all material weaknesses in the sys-
tem. Accordingly, we do not express an opinion on the system of internal
accounting control of the Town of Atkinson taken as a whole. However, our
study and evaluation disclosed the following conditions that we believe
result in more than a relatively low risk that errors or irregularities in
amounts that would be material in relation to the financial statements of the
Town of Atkinson may occur and not be detected within a timely period.
These conditions were considered in determining the nature, timing, and
extent of the audit tests to be applied in our examination of the 1982 finan-
cial statements, and this report does not affect our report on these finan-
cial statements dated January 31, 1983.
We wish to express our appreciation for the cooperation we received from Town
officials at all levels.
We would be pleased to discuss our comments further with you should you so
desire. This report is intended solely for the use of management and should










Finding - In a test wherein a comparison was made of assessed values per the
property cards and per the tax warrant on 76 properties we found 10 errors. This
is more than what might be considered an acceptable error rate. A similar com-
ment was made by the previous auditors.
Recommendat ion - We recommend a study to determine why this situation exists
and steps be taken to improve internal controls to prevent a re-occurance. The
Town has reviewed the assessment cards and have made appropriate changes at end
of audit.
ABATEMENTS
Finding - Abatement forms are not pre-numbered , thereby lacking in internal
control
.
Recommendation - We recommend that abatement forms be pre-numbered in order
to provide the necessary control over abatements approved by the selectmen.
YIELD TAX DEPOSITS
Finding - The procedures for handling yield tax deposits and returns were not
consistently followed, resulting in credits and charges relating to yield deposit
transactions appearing in several accounts.
Recommendation - We recommend that one account be established through which
all yield tax deposit transactions will flow. This would permit more efficient
analysis and follow-up of yield tax deposit transactions.
TOWN CLERK CHECKING ACCOUNT
Finding - The town clerk makes deposits to a checking account in the clerk's
cus tody.
Recommendat ion - We recommend that the town clerk make deposits directly to
the treasurer's account. This would eliminate the need for a transfer of the
funds and put the funds in control of the treasurer immediately.
BI-CENTENNIAL FUND
Finding - There has been no activity in this fund for some time.
Recommendation - We recommend that town meeting action be taken to transfer





1. Finding - Some of the Trust funds are invested in savings accounts rather
than in investments that provide a yield higher than the savings account rate.
Recommendation - We recommend that the trustees take steps to invest trust
funds in such investments that will result in a higher rate of income.
2. Finding - The income earned on perpetual care savings has been left in
savings accounts for each account after common trust funds were established for
the principal amounts.
Recommendation - It is recommended that the unexpended balance of income
earned be transferred to a common trust fund income account, thereby eliminating
the need for the numerous savings accounts and affording the opportunity for
higher yield on the investment.
B. Accumulated Income of Cemetary Funds
Finding - The income earned and unexpended on perpetual care funds is accumu-
lating to a total refund the needs of perpetual care.
Recommendation - As provided in R.S.A. 31:22-a it is possible for the
trustees to petition superior court to direct the use of the excess trust fund
income to be used for the general use, capital improvements or expansion of the
cemetary. We recommend that this type of action be considered in order to make
the best use of available funds.
GENERAL FIXED ASSET ACCOUNTING
Finding - The Town does not maintain a record of its general fixed assets as
required by generally accepted accounting principles.
Recommendat ion - In order to conform with generally accepted accounting
principles, a detailed record of general fixed assets should be maintained.
Consideration should be given to valuing the inventory of the existing assets and





State of New Hampshire
To the inhabitants of the Town of Atkinson in the Covinty of Rockingham in
said State, qualified to vote in Town affairs -
You are hereby notified to meet at the ICimball Public Library Function
Roan on Tuesday, the thirteenth day of March next at ten o'clock in the forenoon,
to act upon the articles required to be voted on by official ballot.
All voters are further notified to meet at one o'clock in the afternoon on
the seventeenth day of March, 1984, at the Dyke Auditorium of the Atkinson
Academy to act on all other articles in this warrant.
ARTICLE 1. To choose all necessary Town Officers for the coming year.
ARTICLE 2. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 1 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amend-
ment would add to other definitions appearing in Article III, a definition
of "abutter" identical to the one appearing in the State Statues of New
Hampshire, Chapter 672, Paragraph 3.)?"
ADD to Article III, Section A3:
Abutter means any person whose property is located in New Hampshire and
adjoins or is directly across the street or stream from the land under
consideration by the local land use board. For purposes of receiving
testimony only, and not for purposes of notification, the term "abutter"
shall include any person viho is able to demonstrate that his land will be
directly affected by a proposal under consideration.
ARTICLE 3. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 2 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amend-
ment would remove a duplication of definitions for "lot of record" and
"nonconfomiing use" by eliminating the earlier 1959 definitions and keeping
the definitions adopted in 1982.)?"
DELETE Article III, Sections L3 and N2 wiiich read as follows:
Section L3. Lot of record is any parcel of land in legal separate ownership
of any lot plotted as a separate lot and so recorded with the Register of
Deeds of Rockingham County. 1959
Section N2. Nonconforming use means a building, structure or use of land
existing at the time of enactment of this ordinance and wiiich does not
conform to the regulations of the district in w*iich it is situated. 1959
ARTICLE 4. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 3 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amend-
ment would prohibit the dumping or storage of hazardous wastes and junk on
private property. )?"
ADD to Article IV, Section B, a final sentence: No privately-owned land in
any district shall be used for the dumping of or storage of hazardous wastes
or junk.
ARTICLE 5. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 4 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amend-
ment would redefine and clarify the circumstances under wtiich the keeping of
animals will be permitted. )?"
AMEND Article IV, Section G to read as follows:
G. With the exception of pig raising (more than four), mink raising, and
fox raising, general farming activity and the keeping of animals for other
purposes shall be permitted provided the following criteria are met:
1. Large animals (horses, cattle, or sheep) shall be contained within the
owners property.
2. Large animals (horses, cattle, or sheep) shall not be kept on lots of
less than one acre. No more than one large animal shall be kept on a one-
acre lot; no more than three (3) animals on a two-acre lot; and no more than
five (5) animals on a three-acre lot.
3. The keeping of animals shall not create health or safety hazards to
imnediate abutters or the conmunity at large.
4. In residential areas, stables or shelters for riding (pleasure) horses
shall be located a minimum distance of 15' from any lot line; and corral
fences shall be a minimum of 5' frcxn any lot line.
5. In all districts, owners shall be responsible for all damages and
expenses incurred in the capturing and holding of escaped animals by Town
officials. In addition, a fine shall be levied under guidelines established
by the Board of Selectmen whenever a Town official is called out to capture
an animal.
ARTICLE 6. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 5 as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would redefine the circumstances under wiiich the town will allow home businesses
to operate and would transfer the issuing of home business permits frcxn a
planning board function to a board of adjustment function.)?"
DELETE Article IV, Section H and replace it with a new Section H:
H. Accessory uses: Hcxne Occupations.
1. A permit for a hone occupation shall be allowed in residential zones
by special exception frcm the Board of Adjustment if the occupation complies
with the following:
a. A proposed occupation shall be incidental and secondary to the use of
the property as a dwelling and shall not change the residential character of
the premises thereof.
b. Unless exempted by Paragraph 4-a of this Section (Section H), no hone
occupation shall take place in a multi-family dwelling.
c. The occupation may be carried on by the occupant's immediate family
residing at that location and by one or more additional employees whose
aggregate hours of work at that location do not exceed eighty hours per week
(80 hours/week).
d. There shall be no physical evidence of equipnent or materials visible
to abutters outside the dwelling.
e. Parking areas in excess of those necessary for normal residential
purposes may be allowed provided the residential character of the environment
is preserved.
f. When necessary, further restrictions shall be placed on the occupation
in order to canply fully with Article IV, Section B of this Ordinance.
g. A permit to operate a home occupation shall be issued to the owner/
occupant only and is not transferable to a subsequent owner.
h. The applicant shall complete and sign a form that sets forth the




Nature of the permit
:
a. Permits shall be issued by the Board of Adjustment.
b. Prior to the issuance of a permit, the Board of Adjustment shall hold
a public meeting. Abutters will be notified of the time and date of the
hearing by certified mail, such letter to include a description of the home
occupation applied for and its location.
c. Before a permit is granted, mandatory building inspections shall be
made by the Town if the public is to be served at the proposed location or
if hazardous materials are to be stored there. In addition, a formal site
plan review may be required if deaned necessary.
d. No more than one business permit can be in effect for any one location.
Multiple businesses at one location shall be subject to the rules and regula-
tions of a single business.
e. A permit is valid only for the owner/occupant and location for which
it is issued.
f Periodic inspections of the home occupation premises may be required
subsequent to the issuance of a permit in order to confirm compliance with
the conditions of the original special exception granted. If, in the opinion
of the Board of Selectmen, the business practices originally set forth and
defined in the initial approval have changed, it shall revoke the permit that
was issued. Permit holders whose permits are revoked may make application to
the Board of Adjustment for a new permit based on the changed circumstances
of the business.
3. Fees:
a. There will be an initial permit fee of $25.00 plus the cost of certified
mail to each abutter including the applicant and the cost of all initial
inspections deemed necessary.
b. Any inspection required by the Town subsequent to the issuance of a
permit shall be paid by the permit holder.
4. Exenptions from permit requirements:
a. Home occupations in w^ich neither customers nor vehicles come to the
location uiiere the business activity takes place and at which no sign is
displayed.
b. Agricultural activity, including farming and forestry, in which products
are grown on the pramses and sold off the premises.
c. Hone occupations for w*iich permits were officially issued by the Planning
Board and in effect on or before March 8, 1984, with such permits automatically
becoming subject to Paragraph 2F of this section (Section H).
DELETE from Article V, Section 510, use #10 "Home occupation" as a permitted
use; ADJUST the numerical sequence of uses permitted; and ADD use #2 "Hone
Occupation (See Article IV, Section H: General Provisions)" to the uses
permitted after issuance of a Special Exception by the Board of Adjustment.
DELETE from Article V, Section 520, use #10 "Home occupation" as a permitted
use; ADJUST the numerical sequence of uses permitted; and ADD use #3 "Home
occupation (See Article IV, Section H: General Provisions)" to the uses
permitted after issuance of a Special Exception by the Board of Adjustment.
DELETE from Article V, Section 530, use #4 "Home occupation" as a permitted
use; ADJUST the numerical sequence of uses permitted; and ADD use #3 "Home
occupation (See Article IV, Section H: General Provisions)" to the uses
permitted after issuance of a Special Exception by the Board of Adjustment.
ARTICLE 7. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 6 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would redefine and specify the circumstances under w4iich private signs will
be permitted in certain districts of the town.)?"
DELETE Article IV, Section I and replace with a new Section I:
I. Accessory uses: Private Signs.
1. Residential zones. The following signs shall be permitted in residential
zones
:
a. Name plates. Non-conmercial signs showing property numbers, names of
occupants of the pr^nises, or other identification.
b. Property-for-sale signs. Area of each face of the sign may not exceed
five (5) square feet.
c. Permanent subdivision identification signs. One ground sign per main
entrance into a development with a maximum of two per development. A sign
shall not be internally illuminated and shall be set back from vehicle or
pedestrian traffic and beyond the higjiway right-of-way. The area of each face
of a sign shall not exceed a total area of sixteen (16) square feet per sign.
d. Temporary signs. All temporary signs shall be removed ten days after
the events which they address take place.
e. Non-residential signs. One sign identifying a non-residential use
permitted in a residential zone is permitted by Special Exception from the
Board of Adjustment. The sign shall be limited to the following square area:
(1) 2 square feet in a conventional residential development.
(2) 1 square foot in a rural cluster residential development of detached
single-family dwellings.
ARTICLE 8. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 7 as proposed by the
planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would specify the conditions under which conmercial vehicles, with the
exception of farm vehicles, will be permitted to park in residential areas.)?"
ASSIGN to the current Article IV, Section J a new letter, namely Section K.
INSERT a new Section J under Article IV to read as follows:
J. Storage of vehicles.
1. In residential areas, with the exception of farm vehicles, conmercial
vehicles parked on the premises must be wtiolly screened frcm the view of
abutting property either by natural screening or by fencing at least equal in
height to that of • the vehicle itself.
ARTICLE 9. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 8 as proposed by
the planning board of the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would correct an error made during enactment of two sections of this ordinance
in 1982 by removing soil number 67 fron the soils numbers appearing in each
of the sections.)?"
MCDIFY Article V, Section 520 and 530, Special Exception by the Board of
Adjustment #2 to read as follows:
Residential use on IJ acre density provided soil conditions render slight or
no limitations to developnent and include slopes of less than 8%, depth to
bedrock greater than 10 feet, depth to high water table greater than 6 feet,
and soils classified as soil numbers 12, 26, 42, or 43 as described in the
1978 Atkinson Soils Survey.
ARTICLE 10. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 9 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would require the Board of Adjustment to signify that specific sections of
the town's Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Regulations will be met before
building permit for the conversion of a secondary residence to a primary one
will be authorized as a special exception to this ordinance.)?"
DELETE Article VII, Section 3 and replace it with a new Article VII, Section
B to read as follows:
A change in the status of a dwelling from seasonal, recreational, or
secondary to a hone which is intended to be used as a primary or year-
round dwelling shall be considered a change in the use of the existing building
according to the building code of the Town of Atkinson and shall require
compliance with state and local water supply and sewage disposal regulations
in effect at the time of such change in status. Before any structural
alteration or change in use takes place, permits by the Building Inspector
and Health Officer of the Town of Atkinson shall be obtained after authoriza-
tion for such permits has been granted by Special Exception from the Board
of Adjustment signifying that requiranents in Section 3, 4, and 5 of Atkinson's
Water Supply and Sewage Disposal Regulations shall be met
.
ARTICLE 11. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 10 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would specify and extend the means by which a citizen, aggrieved by a violation
of this ordinance, can seek a legal ranedy.)?"
DELETE Article VIII, Section H and replace it with a new Section H:
In case any building or structure or part thereof is or is proposed to be
erected, constructed, altered, or reconstructed, or any land is or is proposed
to be used in violation of this Ordinance, the Building Inspector or Town
Counsel, or the owner of any adjacent or neighboring property who would be
specially damaged by such violation, may, in addition to other remedies pro-
vided by law, institute injunction, mandamus, abatement, or any other appro-
priate action or proceeding to prevent or enjoin or abate or remove such
unlawful erection, construction, alteration, or reconstruction.
ARTICLE 12. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 11 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: (This amendment
would increase the penalty for a single violation of this ordinance and limit
the extent of the total fine for a single violation. )?"
DELETE the first sentence of Article XI and replace it with the following
sentence
:
Any violation of this Ordinance shall be made punishable by a fine of $35
for each day that such violation continues after the conviction date; provided,
however, that the total fines imposed for any single violation shall not exceed
$500.
ARTICLE 13. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 12 as proposed by
the planning board for the town zoning ordinance as follows: CRiis amendment
would allow the Building Inspector to exarpt ordinary, non-structural building
and land alterations from the building permit requirement regardless of cost.)?"
DELETE the last phrase, "except . . . valuation", of Article VIII, Section E
which reads:
After passage of this Ordinance, it shall be unlawful to erect any building
or alter the bulk of any building or relocate any building or change the use
of any land or building without first obtaining a permit from the Building
Inspector, except that no permit shall be required for alteration involving
less than $1,200.00 assessed valuation.
ARTICLE 14. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 13 as proposed by
the planning board for the town building code as follows: (This amendment
would require a building permit for beginning construction and for alterations
and repairs wtiich are structural in nature, regardless of cost, and would, at
the same time, provide a building permit exanption for alterations and repairs
which are ordinary and non-structural in nature.)?"
DELETE the first sentence of Section II lA and replace it with two sentences
w^iich read as follows:
Any person, persons, partnership, or corporation shall obtain a permit
before beginning construction, alteration, or repairs, other than ordinary
repairs, using application forms furnished by the Building Inspector.
Ordinary repairs are nonstructiiral repairs and do not include addition to,
alteration of, or replacanent or relocation of water supply, sewer, drainage,
drain leader, gas, soil, waste, vent, or similar piping, electric wiring, or
mechanical or other work for which a permit is required by the Building
Inspector.
ARTICLE 15. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 14 as proposed by
the planning board for the town building code as follows: (This amendment
would eliminate an existing conflict in this ordinance by allowing Section
212, Article III, of the Growth Management and Timing of Development Ordinance,
which allows building permits to be valid for one year, to stand without
contradi ct ioa) ?'
'
DELETE the last paragraph of Section IV wtiich reads as follows:
After issuance of a building permit, construction shall start within 90
days from date of issue; if construction is not started, permit shall be
void and fee, less issuing fee, shall be refunded upon application only if
application for refund is made within 12 months. Tlie placement of footings
shall constitute start of construction.
ARTIOIE 16. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 15 as proposed by
the planning board for the town building code as follows: (This amendment
would extend the circumstances under which the Building Inspector can modify
the requiranents for the foundations of buildings.)?"
AMEND Section VIA 9 to read as follows:
All structures shall be set on solid foundations of cement, brick, stone,
or other acceptable masonry. Such foundations shall have adequate footings.
Footers may be eliminated when, in the opinion of the Building Inspector,
soil conditions permit twelve inches (12") of crushed stone imder the founda-
tion walls to be used instead. In special cases, where buildings are to be
used for accessory use, the Building Inspector may waive the requirements
of this section and permit the use of wood, metal, or masonry piers and cement
slabs. In addition, he may waive requirements of this section and permit
the use of monolithic slabs for corrmercial and industrial buildings.
ARTICLE 17. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 16 as proposed by
the planning board for the town building code as follows: (TTiis amendment
would broaden the town's building code requirenent to include mobile hones
as well as conventional hones.)?"
AMEND Section VIA 14 to read as follows:
All conventionally-constructed buildings shall conform to and conply with
1978 BOCA Codes with automatic acceptance of revisions as they are published.
All mobile homes shall conform to and comply with 1975 HUD Codes (Federal
Register, Vol. 40, #244) with automatic acceptance of revisions as they are
published.
ARTICLE 18. "Are you in favor of the adoption of Amendment No. 17 as proposed by
the planning board for the town building code as follows: (This amendment
would redefine and clarify the requirements and regulations for the fencing
in of swinming pools.)?"
AMEND Section VIA-19 to read as follows:
A permit shall be obtained from the Building Inspector before installation
of an inground pool, above-ground pool, or storable pool of 30 or more inches
deep. Application shall be accompanied by a sketch showing location of the
pool on the house lot in reference to lot lines, septic systons and buildings.
Inmediately upon completion and filling with water of a pool whose depth is
over 30 inches (30"), either a tonporary or permanent fence must be placed
around it, and thirty (30) days thereafter the pool shall be surrounded by a
permanent fence made of rigid material and posted no more than every eight
(8) feet apart. The fence must be a minimum of four (4) feet high with a
gate of the same height which can be securely locked. Any above-ground pool
over four (4) feet high with a retract ible ladder does not require a fence.
ARTICLE 19. To see if the Town will vote to elect a chairman of the Memorial Day
Parade, effective March 1984,
ARTICLE 20. To see if the Town will vote to accept the sijm of Six Hundred
Dollars ($600) in perpetual care funds; $500 for the Ruth Canpbell lot
and $100 for the Mills-Tinmons lot.
ARTICLE 21. BY PETITION: To see if the Town will vote to change the term of
the Road Agent from one year to three years, effective March, 1985.
ARTICLE 22. To see if the Town will vote to increase the salaries of the
Selectmen as follows: By $250, fron $1,250 to $1,500 for the chairman;
by $200, fron $1,050 to $1,250 for the other two members.
Reccnmended by the Budget Comnittee
ARTICLE 23. To see if the Town will vote to increase the salary of the Tax
Collector by Five Hundred Dollars ($500), fron $1,000 to $1,500 annually.
Recommended by the Budget Comnittee
ARTICLE 24. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Three Thousand Seven Hundred and Fifty Dollars ($3,750) for the
purpose of secioring professional planning services as required by the
planning board in the administration of its duties.
Recorrmended by the Budget Ccnmittee
ARTICLE 25. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Eight Thousand Dollars ($8,000) to renovate the Town Hall to comply
with minimon Life Safety Codes, Standards No. 101; such funds to cone from
the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and
Local Assistance Act of 1972, as amended.
Recaimended by the Budget Connittee
ARTICLE 26. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of One Thousand Nine Hundred Forty Five Dollars ($1,945) to purchase a
Xerox Marathon 1020 copier or its equivalent (with an annual service
contract) for the Kimball Public Library, such funds to cone from the
Revenue Sharing Fund established iHider the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972 as amended, or by taxes.
Recarmended by the Budget Coirnittee
ARTICLE 27. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Twelve Thousand Dollars ($12,000) to renovate the minor league fields
at Pope Road Recreational Area and the Academy Field at Atkinson Academy,
such funds to come from the Revenue Sharing Fund established under the
provisions of the State and Local Assistance Act of 1972, as amended, or
by tax dollars.
$6,000 Reccnmended by the Budget Comiittee
ARTICLE 28. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Thirty Five Thousand Dollars ($35,000) for the purchase of the 63.2 parcel
of Feuer land, known as Sawmill Swamp; $25,000 to be reimbursed by the
Federal Land and Water Conservation Act Fund, and $10,000 to come fron the
Revenue Sharing Fund established under the provisions of the State and Local
Assistance Act of 1972, as amended, or by tax dollars.
Recormended by the Budget Coimittee
ARTICLE 29. BY PETITION: To see if the Town will vote to appropriate the sum
of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) for recreational and educational purposes
for the elderly, said monies to be managed and distributed by a cormittee
which is comprised of three senior citizens and the elderly affairs director.
Such monies could possibly be taken from Federal Revenue Sharing Funds.
Not Recomnended by the Budget Conmittee
ARTICLE 30. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of One Thousand Dollars ($1,000) for the purpose of preparing a conplete
map of the canetery land.
Reccmnended by the Budget Comnittee
ARTICLE 31. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Eight Hundred Dollars ($800) for the purpose of providing water to
the New Canetery.
Recormended by the Budget Comnittee
ARTICLE 32. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Seven Thousand Five Hundred Dollars ($7,500) for the purpose of
conducting engineering studies of all existing town buildings to determine
a course of action regarding: (1) upgrading to current codes; (2)
expansion of said buildings; and (3) replacement of said buildings.
Recomnended by the Budget Conmittee
ARTICLE 33. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Seven Hundred Dollars ($700) for energy audits of the five town
buildings.
Not Recomnended by the Budget Ccnmittee
ARTICLE 34. To see if the Town will vote to establish a municipal dispatch
center in the Town of Atkinson to serve the police, fire, highway, and
animal control departments, and to vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Fifty Thousand Six Hundred Seventy Five Dollars ($50,675.), representing
set-up and sixnnonth salary costs of establishing a municipal dispatch
center.
Recormended by the Budget Cormittee
ARTICLE 35. BY PETITION: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Thirteen Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($13,700) to set up a
dispatch service for the Atkinson Police Department for a six-month period
fron July 1, 1984 to December 31, 1984.
Recomiended by the Budget Conmittee
ARTIQjE 36. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Twenty Nine Thousand Four Hundred Dollars ($29,400) to prepare a
hot-top area at the Town garage for the stock-piling of sand.
Not Recoimended by the Budget Conmittee
ARTICLE 37. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Twenty Five Thousand Dollars ($25,000) and add it to the existing Capital
Reserve Fund for the purpose of up-grading Fire Department equipment.
Recomnended by the Budget Cortmittee
ARTICLE 38. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) to be added to the capital reserve fund
established for the purpose of up-dating the police department equipment
.
Reconmended by the Budget Camittee
ARTICLE 39. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of One Thousand Eight Hundred Thirty Nine Dollars ($1,839) to purchase
three radios for the highway department
.
Recormended by the Budget Comnittee
ARTICLE 40. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Three Thousand Eight Hundred Twenty Four Dollars ($3,824) for the
purchase of three portable radios, equipped with chargers, for the police
department
.
Reconmended by the Budget Conmittee
ARTICLE 41. BY PETITION: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
the sum of Thirty Nine Thousand Six Hundred Sixteen Dollars ($39,616) to
pave 5,964 square yards of Pope Road, from West Side Drive through and
including the parking area of the town tennis courts.
'
Not Reconmended by the Budget Conmittee
ARTICLE 42. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Five Thousand Dollars ($5,000) for drainage repairs to North Broad-
way, provided the State reimburses the sum of $10,000. This is the first
year of a three-year project.
Reconmended by the Budget Coimittee
ARTICIjE 43. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Two Thousand Seven Hundred Dollars ($2,700) to stripe the following
town roads: Lower Maple Avenue, Salem Road, West Side Drive, Island Pond
Road, Providence Hill Road, Sawyer Avenue, and Meditation Lane.
Not RecoTiDended by the Budget Comnittee
ARTICLE 44. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate up to the
sum of Four Thousand Three Htindred Thirty Five Dollars ($4,335) to support
innovative, preventative, and early intervention services as well as out-
patient services to Atkinson residents viho (because of their inability to
pay) cannot pay the full service charge at the Center for Life Management.
Recoimended by the Bucket Comnittee
ARTICLE 45. To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the sum of
Four Thousand Dollars ($4,000) to support the services provided by the
Family Mediation Program.
Recoimended by the Budget Conmittee
ARTICLE 46. To see» if the Town will vote to designate the Cirome and Downing
conservation parcels as Atkinson Town Forests, to be under the management
of the Atkinson Conservation Conmission in accordance with the provisions
of RSA 31:112.
ARTICLE 47. To see if the Town will vote to prohibit the future installation
of in-ground steel or iron fuel tanks for the storage of petroleum products
(i.e., fuel oil, gasoline, kerosene, etc.). This does not preclude the use
of tanks made of fiber glass or other non-corrosive materials.
ARTICLE 48. BY PETITION: To see if the Town will vote to prohibit hunting on
all town-owned lands.
ARTICLE 49. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Kimball Public
Library to set aside money fron income-generating equipment (such as copiers
and computers) in a non-lapsing separate fund under the provisions of RSA
202A:11-B. The fund is to be used for general repairs and upgrading of the
equipment
.
ARTICLE 50. BY PETITION: To see if the Town will vote to adopt the following:
"The Town of Atkinson recognizes and affirms that an individual's rights and
equal protection of the laws cannot be denied because of a handicapping
conditions or disability; that it is the policy of this State and this town
to guarantee the equal rights of all its citizens; and that the Town will
assist handicapped residents as they assert those rights living within the
cc«imunity."
ARTICLE 51. To raise such sums of money as may be necessary to defray Town
charges during the ensuing year and make appropriations for same.
ARTICLE 52. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to apply
for, negotiate, and do all other things necessary to obtain such Federal,
State, Foundation, and/or Private Grants or Funds as may be available, and
to expend the same.
AFJTICLE 53. To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to transfer tax
liens and convey tax title property by deed as they dean appropriate,
pursuant to RSA 80:42.
ARTIOLiE 54. To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Town Treasurer, with
the approval of the Selectmen pursuant to RSA 33:7 and 33:7a or otherwise,
to hire such sums of money as the Town will need in anticipation of taxes.
ARTICLE 55. To hear reports of the Town Officers and Ccnmittees and act upon
saine and transact any other business that may legally come before the
meeting.
Given under our hands and seal this twenty seventh day of February, in the
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Atkinson, New Hampshire 0381
We have examined the financial statements of the various funds and account
groups of the Town of Atkinson, New Hampshire for the year ended December 31,
1983 and have issued our report thereon, dated January 20, 198^*. As part of our
examination, we reviewed and tested the Town's system of Internal accounting control
to the extent we considered necessary to evaluate the system as required by generally
accepted auditing standards. Under these standards, the purpose of such evaluation is
to establish a basis for reliance thereon in determining the nature, timing, and extent
of other such auditing procedures that are necessary for expressing an opinion on the
financial statements.
The objective of internal accounting control is to provide reasonable, but not
absolute, assurance as to the safeguarding of assets against loss from unauthorized use
or disposition, and the reliability of financial records for preparing financial
statements and maintaining accountability for assets. The concept of reasonable
assurance recognizes that the cost of a system of internal accounting control should
not exceed the benefits derived and also recognizes that the evaluation of these
factors necessarily requires estimates and judgement by management.
There are inherent limitations that should be recognized in considering the
potential effectiveness of any system of internal accounting control. In the
performance of most control procedures, errors can result from misunderstanding of
instructions, mistakes of judgement, carelessness, or other personal factors. Control
procedures whose effectiveness depends upon segregation of duties can be
circumvented by collusion. Similarly, control procedures can be circumvented
intentionally by management with respect to the estimates and judgements required in
the preparation of financial statements. Further, projection of any evaluation of
internal accounting control to future periods is subject to the risk that the procedures
may become inadequate because of changes in conditions and that the degree of
compliance with the procedures may deteriorate.
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Our study and evaluation of the Town's systenn of internal accounting control for
the year would not necessarily disclose all weaknesses in the system. Such study and
evaluation did not disclose any material weaknesses. However, the recommendations
on administration and operational matters not directly related to internal accounting
control, as listed below, were developed from our observation of the Town's
operations. They are not the result of a special study.
PROPERTY VALUATIONS
Prior auditors have commented on the unacceptably high level of valuation
discrepancies between permanent property tax cards and current tax billings. We are
pleased to report a substantial improvement in this area during the current year.
INSURANCE REVIEW
In early 198^+, the Town engaged an outside insurance consultant to review the
two insurance bids received because of the difference in premium costs quoted. As a
result of this review, the Board accepted the lower bid, saving over $6,000 in
insurance premiums for 198^1. We commend the Board for this action and urge the
Board to engage an insurance consultant to review the Town's current insurance
coverage for adequacy and risk management. A complete professional review is
necessary to insure that the Town is properly protected against potential claims and
judgements.
ABATEMENTS
During our examination, we noted that taxpayers, who at the time of the latest
property revaluation in 1981 were entitled to receive the statutorily authorized elderly
exemption, also received an additional tax abatement of 90% of their taxes during
1983. We find no statutory authority for this practice. Under existing state law,
taxes are based on fair and full valuation less authorized exemption and credits.
State laws clearly indicate procedures for the abatement of taxes by the Board of
Selectmen. Upon application by the taxpayers, the Board may, for "good cause,"
abate property taxes. In the case of financial hardship abatements, the Town shall
place a lien on the property to protect the Town's interest. We urge the Board to
review this policy for compliance with state statutes.
ROAD BONDS
Performance road bonds should be turned over to the Treasurer. As Treasurer, he
is responsible for the custody of all funds. Any funds held by the Treasurer should be
recorded in the name of the Town and not the individual developers, thereby
protecting the Town's interests. A tickler file should also be established to insure tlie
timely renewal of certificates. Our exaniination disclosed that two certificates
appeared to be he'd past expiration date.
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TOWN CLERK
Currently, the Town Clerk maintains her own checking account. She transfers
funds to the Treasurer on a regular basis, as required by law. We strongly
recommend that the Town Clerk close out her checking account and deposit directly
to the Treasurer's account on a daily basis. The implementation of this
recommendation would improve investment opportunities for the Town.
TRUST FUNDS
The Trustees of Trust Funds transfer interest income on common trust funds to
individual savings accounts for each trust. Payments for expenses are then made from
these individual savings "income" accounts. We find this practice to be unnecessarily
cumbersome. It also prevents the Trustees from maximizing interest earnings (their
fiduciary responsibility). We urge the Trustees to close out their individual income
accounts to the respective common trust funds which yield a higher interest rate.
Periodic allocation of earnings and expenses should be made to the individual trust
records.
We also urge the Trustees to place the passbooks in a secure location such as a
safe deposit box at your local bank when not needed. A secure, permanent, fireproof
location should be used to protect the trusts' records from possible theft, fire, or
vandalism.
We also noted that the Trustees hold stock in two corporations which are not
recorded in the trusts' permanent principal records. We urge the Trustees to record
these stocks at estimated costs to provide better control over them. We understand
that the bank stock was acquired when the Trustees held funds on deposit in a mutual
bank which converted to a stock bank over ten years ago. The Trustees should either
dispose of these securities or record estimated values in a fire equipment capital
reserve account.
CONCLUSION
The length and nature of this commentary letter might lead someone to a
negative connotation regarding the Town's financial operations and business practices.
However, the purpose of a letter of this type is to provide constructive
recommendations by a professional independent third party.
We did note many positive aspects of Town management and procedures which we
did not mention.
We would like to acknowledge the assistance extended to us by Town personnel
during the course of our examination. Special thanks should go to Mrs. Jane Cole,
Administrative Assistant, Mrs. Leslie Plante, Bookkeeper, and Mr. Anthony Nobrega,
Treasurer, for their cooperation and assistance.
Ql^, /.*<3-^v^ ^ ^'C_
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Annual Report
The Board of Selectmen
The Town's Annual Report traditionally contains the financial data v^ich
explains wtiere your town tax dollars have gone during the proceeding year. It
is the opinion of this Board of Selectmen that your 1983 tax dollars have been
put to good use, and were spent carefully and wisely. In some cases, the
Selectmen opted not to spent budgeted money, but to hold it over, wtiere possible,
to be spent in 1984.
Atkinson is fortunate to own such historic buildings as the Peabody House -
now called the Kimball House - built in 1775. While it primarily houses the
collection of the Historical Society, it is transformed, at Hallowe'en, into
a House of Horrors wtiich delights hundreds of people. The Police Station,
built in 1850, was a one-room school house for many years. The Atkinson Grange
was turned over to the Town in 1969. Built in 1913, this building was THE
social gathering place. Many still recall "the good old days", when voters
would cast their ballots on one side of the hall, and join the candidates for
an informal lunch, prepared and served by Grange manbers, on the other side.
While these buildings are our heritage, they can also be our bane. Ex-
tensive work was necessary in the Police Station last year, to replace old
beams , insulate , and remodel . In last year ' s budget , there were provisions
to install a handicapped access ranp at Town Hall. When the project was begun,
it would found that the entire porch is badly in need of repair. Similarly,
it was discovered that shingle repair work is necessaiy before any painting
can be done effectively at Town Hall. Neither of these repair projects had
been included in the budget ; therefore , the Selectmen chose to hold that money
,
in hopes voters will approve the repairs this year and all work can be done
at once. New windows have replaced the 1913 originals in the downstairs office
space in Town Hall , and we anticipate the replacement will save a great deal
in heating costs. In fact, it already has. Windows in the upstairs hall should
bring even greater savings in heating bills.
There are alternatives to the continual repairs which are necessary to
maintain our older buildings. Seme day soon, the townspeople will undoubtedly
have to make a choice between retaining the historic qualities of the town by
preserving these old buildings, or creating new municipal facilities.
The Selectmen would like to voice their gratitude to the department heads
and commttees, without whom nothing worthwhile could be accomplished in any
town. The Road Agent often goes to work long after you've settled in for the
night , to make sure your roads are safe and well sanded for your drives to
work in the morning. The police and fire chiefs - and their men - devote long
hours to the protection of the town. All boards volunteer their time to ensirre
that Atkinson will remain safe, rural, enjoyable, and as econonical as possible.
We want them to know they are appreciated.
Finally, special appreciation to our Director of Elderly Affairs, Mrs.
Carol Grant. Her ccnpassion , enthusiasm and energy, and her well-known deter-
mination, have combined to provide the greatest single resource that can be
offered to our oldsters.
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The Selectmen wiiole-heartedly support Mrs . Grant ' s efforts - this year
at the local level and next year at the State level - in obtaining exarptions
for these people which will redefine "fair share" to recognize that qualified
senior citizens should not have to make a choice between paying their fair
share and eating, or being warm.
We are always available to try to answer your questions, hear yoiu- con-
cerns, and accept your constructive criticians. Please call. We'll appre-
ciate hearing from you.
Respectfully submtted,




1983 Annual Report of the Fire Department
This, being my first year as Fire Chief, has been quite eventful.
The first couple of months of 1983 involved four major structural fires;
three of these being of nxjderate damage and the fourth being the total destruc-
tion of the hone. The contributing factors of the total being an uninspected
wood stove and two 100 gallon propane tanks which fed the fire like blow
torches. Of the other three, two of them had the potential of disaster. One
home had no anoke detectors installed and the other had them but they were
inoperative . So, please, if you don't have smoke detectors — install them
and if you do check than at least once a month correctly . If you have any
questions regarding placanent or testing of detectors give us a call - We Can Help!
As in the past, we will continually stress Fire Prevention and Inspection.
Your inspection department does a great job in working with the Academy and
Rockwell Schools' children and are continually working to upgrade the knowledge
our children receive in regard to fire prevention and what to do in case of fire.
This past spring 25 of your volunteers completed a certified Fire Fighter
Level I course which was held in our fire station. It took over 1400 hours for
the fire fighters to become certified at this level. My appreciation goes to
Capt. M. Crosby of the Derry Fire Department and his group of instructors who
conducted this course for us. This certification puts these 25 fire fighters on
a training level with most of the paid fire fighters of New Hampshire. We, also,
now have two of our own instructors, so we now can continue on with the
certification of the rest of the department and new monbers as they come aboard.
In addition to the above certified training we continue to hold twice monthly
training sessions with more than 2600 hours of Fire and Medical Training. Over
8,000 hours have been donated this year in training, maintenance, fire and
medical aid responses. The Fire Station was also painted this past surrmer with
no cost to the town except for paint and supplies. In speaking of the Fire
Station I hope you will consider the article concerning the insulated garage
doors and to insulate the wall of the station towards the library, with these
two items we can reduce the heating costs of the Fire Station by at least 25%.
This year has seen the reorganization of the Fire Auxiliary. This is
open to any resident of Atkinson over 18 years young who w3uld like to help
the department in a more public service and fund raising role.
As in the past, your Fire Department is in continual need of new members,
especially during the day time hours - come down and see us - You Can Help!
Many of you already know that in June of 1984 our Dispatch service, as it
is now, will be no longer. The Selectmen along with help fran the department
heads are looking into the setting up of a Municipal Dispatch in Atkinson. The
need for dispatch is very critical, for without a constantly manned and efficient
operation, Fire/or Police would need much more time to respond and with many
incidents, time can be most critical.
Following this report is a breakdown of the Fire Service Calls made by
the Department in 1983. The area of Rescue calls continues to increase; this
along with the Fire and Service calls continues to create the need for your
support and participation.
Respectfully submitted,
David M. Weymouth, Chief
Atkinson Fire Department
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BREAKDOWN OF ATKINSON FIRE DEPAR'mENT LOG 1983
1 - Fire Business Calls 177
2 - Calls referred to Chief or Engineer 70
3 - Request to burn referred to Warden or Deputy Warden 23
4 - Warden or Deputy Warden advising vJhen peimits were given 94
5 - Dispatcher asking Chief or Engineer to check gnoke complaints 5
6 - Chief or Engineer calling dispatch for or giving needed inform. 150
Message for monitors requested by Chief or Engineer 20
Total Fire Business 539
7 - Miscellaneous Calls 223
Excluding Dept. Responses Calls into dispatch were 762
Dept. Response calls Fire & Rescue 144
Total calls 906
Calls dispatch made pertaining to calls - Fire & Rescue- 140
eiEAKDOWN OF FIRE SERVICE-MEN &. EQUIPMENT NEEDED 1983
1 - Structure Problems: House - 4 (Totaled - 1, Extensive - 1, Moderate -2)
Shed - 1, Woodstove - 1, Washer - 1, Dryer - 1, Cellar - 1, Kitchen -1,
Electrical - 1, gas problem - 1, Fumes - 1, Furnace - 1, Shioke in
House - 1
Total Structure Problems 16
2 - Investigations: House - 8 (Dept. response - 5 - officer - 3)
Outside gas container - 1 - Dept. Response.
Total Investigations 9
3 - Chimney - 13, Box Alarms - 2, Vehicles - 6, Flush Gas - 1,
Gas Grill - 1, False - 1, Brush Fire - 2 26
4 - Mutual Aid Request - 8 Mutual Aid Response - 8 8
Total Fire Responses 59
5 - Rescue Responses: House - 49, Business - 3, Private Property - 6,
Vehicles accidents - 18, Car & Pedestrian - 1, Subject in parked
car - 1, EMT assist to resident - 4, Man side of road - 1, fell off
motorcycle - EMT assist to ambulance - 1, Mutual Aid Response to
Hampstead - 1
Total Rescue Responses 85
Total Department Responses 144
Ambulance Breakdown - House - 47, Business - 2, Private property - 6,
Car & pedestrian - 1, Vehicle Accidents - 19, for 18 accidents, subject
in parked car - 1, Man fell off motorcycle - 1. Total ambulances
needed - 76, cancelled 14 times - refused - 2, Private transport - 2.
Notes - Total 76 - Service Calls - 17, Pools filled - 2, Inves-
tigations - 8, Fire drill by schools - 6, By Fire Dept. - 2,
Simulated drill - 1, Parades - 9. Problems with Mr. Ross totaled
5 - incidents, water problems - 15, Burning dump - 2, Private
Call for ambulance - 1, Miscellaneous - 8.






Annual Report of Atkinson Police Department
In 1983 we had a 6.9% drop in B & E's and Outside Thefts, of the 57
incidents, only 13 hones were entered.
Malicious Damage and Juvenile Complaints were also down fron 1982 by
about 8%.
Ihe purchase of the second cruiser has been extrenely beneficial to
this department. It has enabled the department to give twice the coverage for
the same man hours. The visibility of two cruisers on oiir roads has been a
deterrent to crime in our comnunity.
In 1984 I have made plans to spend more time and programs for the
children at the Rockwell and Acadony Schools. The Police Department feels
that it is of the utmost importance that the children realize that the Police
are their friends and we will always be there to help them when they need us.
Once again the Neighborhood Crime Watch has been a great success in 1983,
because of your concern and watchfulness. By keeping an eye on your neighbors
house and reporting suspicious activity, we were able to take a large "Bite out
of Crime." Thank you for taking part in this comnunity program.
In June of this year, Helen Conley will be retiring from her job as the
Police/Fire Dispatcher. I would like to conmend Helen for her dedicated work
for the past fifteen years.
We are proposing that the Atkinson Police Station be open twenty-four hours
a day, and that the dispatching for both Police/and Fire be done at this location,
instead of moving this vital service out of town. The Police Department would
appreciate your support in this new venture.
Have a good year, love thy neighbor and drive defensively.







In 1983 the town took title to 21 acres of woodland. This was the Cirome
land and State of New Hampshire land as approved at the March Town Meeting
and also over 4 acres along Main Street generously given by Mi^. Ruth D.
McPherson.
The acreage of conservation lands is now approximately 330 acres. Of
this, 210 acres is official Town Forest land located in seven separate parcels.
An updated map of all Town-Owned lands is shown in this Annual Town Report.
Several thousand feet of new trails were laid out on three parcels of
Town Forest lands this year and some of them cut and marked. Trail work,
both new and old, is a continuous process and requires a lot of volunteer
labor. An exercise trail by the Recreation Cotmiission is in the early stages
on the Chadwick Parcel (Pope Road area) of our Town Forest.
On the subject of trails, we vrould like to remind everyone that our Nature
Trail on the Marshall Town Forest Parcel is perhaps the prettiest piece of
land that we have. Self-guiding information sheets are available at the Library.
Our trail systans on the Town Forest lands are located with two ptirposes
in mind; namely passive recreation and in scxne cases for the ranoval of
forest products. We welcome the use of the trails for hiking, nature studies,
skiing, etc. but discourage the use of trail bikes. Serious soil erosion is
already showing up on some of our lands caused by the dirt bikes. Please
cooperate, and remanber also that all trash carelessly left along the trails
has to be picked up by somebody else.
The Conservation Cotrmission is in the process of applying for partial
federal funding of Marty Feuer's Sawmill Swamp. We feel that future water
supplies are so important to all of us that this water source be protected as
much as possible. The outcome of our endeavors will not be known until March.
The Atkinson Conservation Cotmiission again sponsored a Timberlane student
to the New Hampshire Youth Conservation Camp this past sumner.
Respectfully submitted,




1982 Carry-over $1470 . 30
1983 Budget Plus Carry-Over 4075.00
Expenditures
Other Professional Services $106 . 19
Printing and copies 40.00
Caxe of Grounds 382.56
Dues, Subscriptions, Memberships 144.00
Special Programs 105 . 00
$777.75




One of the most visible changes in 1983 was addition of an Apple II
computer. Purchase was made through cormittee work and conmunity donations.
Ibe Apple is in constant use by library staff, trustees and patrons. ALL,
"Atkinson Library Letter," is prepared and printed monthly on the Apple,
offering news of upcaning library and conrnunity events.
Continued enthusiasm of Librarian Betsy VanCuran and staff, Dorothy
Gordon, Muriel Hirsch, Linda Jette and Priscilla Mills, results in smooth
operation. The 800 valioable hours donated during 1983 by volunteers are appre-
ciated. Inquire at the library if interested; volunteers are always welcome.
Hours were expanded in Septanber on a trial basis on Mondays, 2 - 6 p.m.
Ihis time slot has been well used by students and other patrons.
New books, fresh periodicals, up-to-date reference materials and books
are always available; we now subscribe to the New York Times. KPL is proud
of its children's material and ever-expanding record and tape collection. We
appreciate the beautiful books, tapes and records donated during the year,
especially fron the estate of former trustee Caroline Orr. Staff is busy
preparing these new materials for you. Patrons may request books through
interlibrary loan from other local libraries and the state library.
Over-due fines were increased as of 1984 to encourage prompt returns.
All fine money is used to purchase books.
Air conditioning was installed last sumner to help preserve our books
and offer patrons and staff a comfortable environment. Insulating window
shades increase air conditioning efficiency and reduce winter's radiational
cooling. Library and Kimball House exteriors were painted.
Programs for 1983 included a well-attended workshop with a professional
color consultant; reading/ lecture series, "The Quest for the American Dream,"
sponsored by the National Endowment for the Humanities; series, "The Faces of
War," co-sponsored with Hampstead Public Library and the New Hampshire Council
for the Humanities; and a course led by Evelyn Shore on Robert Frost.
Pre-schoolers' Mother Goose Story Hours and a program of reading aloud
and films for older children continued. Variety presentation for all ages,
"Vaudeville Lives," was offered by Manchesterite Dan Grady, sponsored by the
trustees. The fourth annual Blueberry Festival was held in August.
The function roan, available to town organizations by calling Trustee
Betty Rollins, 4943, continues to be well used.
Trustees and staff strive for Kimball Public Library to be a dynamic,
growing part of the conmunity. Plans for 1984 include meiibership in the
Boston Museum of Fine Arts, donated by Nina Gray and the trustees; through
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this, foiar patrons at a time may visit the museum free of charge. We will
add to our collection of records for yoimgsters, teens and adults. Tentative
plans are being studied to offer a 10-week sejnester of various fields of study.
A new copy machine is another desirable item for '84.
All Atkinson residents, especially newconers, are invited to visit the
library. Your kind donations of books, magazine subscriptions, financial
gifts and other materials are welcome. Or just stop by and see wtiat a great









Disbiorsements $37 , 687 . 31
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1983 28.27
Miscellaneous Funds




Disbursement s 904 . 14
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1983 689.71
Kimball Library Assoc. /Memorial Fund
Cash Balance Jan. 1, 1983 2,195.24
Receipts
Deposits 2,255.08
Interest 312 . 58
Disbursements 1 , 865 . 03
Cash Balance Dec. 31, 1983 2,897.87
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The Planning Board has presented a set of proposed amendments to the
present zoning ordinance for voters' consideration this year. Throughout the
year, the Board has held a number of open meetings and public hearings in an
effort to receive suggestions from the public as well as outside research
from the Planning Board consultants, lliere are a number of additions, alter-
ations and deletions that would be made in order to keep otir Planning Board's
regulations, procedures and town laws current, comprehensive, and compatible.
Several areas of concern in these proposed changes are hone occupations, secon-
dary residence conversions, and modification of the town building code require-
ments and building permit regulations.
Other areas initially addressed this past year for planning board consid-
eration are well permits, driveway permits, control of septic system replace-
ment and multi-family needs and open space requirements.
All members of the Planning Board participated in the State's Municipal
Law Lecture Series this past fall. This seminar included a series of four
lectures dealing with the up-dating of planning board issues both at the state
and local levels. This was a valuable experience to facilitate the Board
members' understanding in matters involving Planning Board duties, procediires,
and jurisdiction.
Major areas for future planning needs are preparation of a Capital Improve-
ment Plan, Ccrrrnercialization and Site Plan development, a re-evaluation of the
Town Center Zone concept , and the on-going review and textual update of the
present Master Plan.
It is the Board's continued effort that the framework for growth and sound
development embodied in our Master Plan will be preserved while remaining
continually responsive to the evolving corrnunity needs and attitudes.





For the purpose of this Ordinance, certain terms are defined as provided in
this section.
Section Al Accessory building or use . A building or use subordinate to the
main building or use and customarily incidental to the main purpose
of such building or use. 1959
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Section A2 Agricultural and forest uses shall be such uses generally
associated with agriculture and forestry endeavors, specifically
excluding the establishment of permanent savmill operations, but
including the keeping of livestock. 1982
(Page 2)
Section L2 A lot of record is an individual lot lawfully recorded in the
Registry of Deeds of Rockingham County, New Hampshire, and/or
Essex County, Massachusetts, utiich conformed with the Town Zoning
requirements in effect at the tiine of its recording. 1982
Section L3 Lot of record is any parcel of land in legal separate ownership
or any lot plotted as a separate lot and so recorded with the
Register of Deeds of Rockingham County. 1959
(Page 3)
Section Nl Nonconforming use means a building, structure, or use of land
lawfully existing at the time of enactment of this ordinance
and which does not conform to the regulations of the district in
w*iich it is situated. 1982
Section N2 Nonconfonning use means a building, structure or use of land
existing at the time of enactment of this ordinance and which





B. Any uses that may be obnoxious or injurious by reason of the produc-
tion of emission of odor, dust, gnoke, refuse matter, fumes, noise
vibrations, or similar conditions, or that are dangerous to the
comfort, peace, enjoyment, health, safety of the comnunity or
lending to its disturbance or annoyance are prohibited in any
District . 1959
(Page 10)
G. General farming, including horticultural, dairying, livestock, and
pountry raising, and other agricultural uses, or the raising of
animals for other purposes are permitted except pig raising (more
than fom- (4) pigs), mink and fox raising. 1959, 1982
1. Under no circumstances shall horses or large animals be permitted
on lots less one acre, and on lots of one to three acres horses
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or other large animals will be permitted only under the
following criteria:
a. Application for permit from Selectmen.
b. Permit fee of $5.00.
c. Inspection by Selectmen and/or Health Officer.
e. New permit required annually.
In residential areas stables or shelters for riding (pleasure) horses
shall be located a minimum distance of 15' frcm any lot line. Corral
fences shall be a minimum of 5' from any lot line.
H. 1. Residences may be used to house such uses by the owner or tenants
as professional offices, other recognized business offices, or
such home occupations as hairdressing, dressmaking, manufacture
or sale of gifts, craft products, or food products produced on
the premises. No more than three (3) people, including the owners
or tenants, shall be employed at any one location. Such home
industry shall not give the appearance of a conmercial enterprise,
except that a maximum of two (2) informative advertising signs
will be permitted for professional or business services rendered
or produce sold on any one location. Such signs may not, in
aggregate, total more than ten square feet of display area. 1980
2. All home industry shall be subject to approval by the Planning
Board. Persons desiring to operate such a business must make
applications to the Planning Board for a home business permit. 1980
a. Each permit will be valid for one year from date of issue. 1980
b. There will be a permit fee of Five Dollars ($5.00) for the
initial application and renewal fee of Two Dollars ($2.00). 1980
(Page 11)
c. Prior to the Issuance of an initial permit, the Planning Board
will hold a public meeting. Abutters within a three hundred
foot radius will be notified of the time and date of this
hearing by regular mail, such letter to include a copy of the
permit application. 1980
d. A formal site review may be required by the Planning Board if
deemed necessary. 1980
e. Renewals may be approved by the Planning Board with no require-
ments for a public meeting or notification of abutters unless,
in the opinion of the Board, the business practices originally




No more than one business peimit can be in effect for any one
location. Multiple businesses may be covered by one permit.
1980
g. A permit is valid only for the occupant and location for which
it is issued. 1982
I. One or more signs of an informative or historical nature, or which
pertain to the lease, sale, or use of the lot or building on which
they are placed will be permitted, except that they may total in
aggr^ate, no more than five sqiiare feet of surface area. 1980
J. The Board of Adjustment may reduce frontage requirements by no more
than 33 1/3% where street layouts and lot shapes may lend greater
losage of the property under consideration provided, however, that at
the building line a distance of the required frontage is being met.
This means in an RR-3, 250' between lot lines, in an RR-2, 200' lot
between lines, and in a TR-2 area, 200' between lot lines. 1982
(Page 12)
ARTICLE V: Zoning District Regulations
Section 510 (RR-3) Rural Residential-3
In Rural Residential-3, the following uses are permitted:
1. Agricultural and forest uses.
2. Single family conventional housing
3. Private outdoor recreaticai







11. Manufactured Housing in a Rural Cluster Residential Development
(Article VIA)
Tlie following uses are permitted after issuance of a Special Exception by
the Board of Adjustment:
1. Excavations (See Article IV: General Provisions)
(Page 13)
Section 520 Rural Residential-2 (RR-2 )
In Rural Resident ial-2, the following uses are permitted:
1. ^ricultural and forest uses
2. Single family conventional housing
3. Private outdoor recreation








11. Manufactured housing in a Rural Cluster Residential Development
(Article VIA)
The following uses are permitted after issuance of a Special Exception by
the Board of Adjustment:
1. Excavations (See Article IV: General Provisions)
2. Residential use on 1 1/2 acre density provided soil conditions render
slight or no limitations to developnent and include slopes of less
than 8%, depth to bedrock greater than 10 feet, depth to high water
table greater than 6 feet, and soils classified as soil numbers 12,
26, 42, 43, or 67 as described in the 1978 Atkinson Soil Survey.
(Page 14)
Section 530-Town Residential-2 (TR-2 )
In Town Residential-2, the following uses are permitted:
1. Agricultural and forest uses
2. Single family conventional housing
3. Public school
4. Home occupation
5. Public outdoor recreation
6. Enclosed accessory building
7. Guest house
8. Manufactured housing in a Rural Cluster Residential Development
(Article VIA)
The following uses are permitted after issuance of a Special Exception
by the Board of Adjustment:
1. Excavations (See Article IV: General Provisions)
2. Residential use on 1 1/2 acre density, provided the soil conditions
render slight or no limitations to development and include slopes of
less than 8%, depth to bedrock greater than 10 feet, depth to high
water table greater than 6 feet, and soils classified as soil numbers
12, 26, 42, 43, or 67 as described in the 1978 Atkinson Soils Survey.
(Page 23)
ARTICLE VII
B. The change in status of a dwelling from a seasonal, recreational or
second home to a home which is intended to be used as a primary or
yearround dwelling shall be considered an alteration for the piirposes
of the building code of the Town of Atkinson. The granting of any
permit sh^'Jl be conditioned upon a showing that the waste-water
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disposal system appurtenant to the dwelling conplies with the Town
of Atkinson and New Hampshire Water Supply and Pollution Control
Connission requironents in effect at the time of change of status.
A permit by the building inspector and health officer of the Town
of Atkinson shall be obtained before any constiniction begins. 1980
ARTICLE VIII
E. After passage of this Ordinance, it shall be unlawful to erect any
building or alter the bulk of any building or relocate any building
or change the use of any land or building without first obtaining a
pennit from the Building Inspector, except that no permit shall be
required for alterations involving less than $1,200.00 assessed
^^luation. 1982
H. Upon any well-founded information that this Ordinance is being
violated, the Selectmen shall take irrmediate steps to enforce the
provisions of this Ordinance by seeking injunction in the Superior




Any person, persons, firm or corporation convicted of violating any of the
provisions of this Ordinance shall be subject to a fine of $10.00 for each
day that such violation continues after the conviction date.
The Board of Selectmen may institute in the name of the Town any appropriate
action or proceedings to prevent, restrain, correct, or abate violations of
this Ordinance. 1981
(Page 30)
III. Duties of the Applicant
A. Any person, persons, partnership, or corporation intending to construct
a new building or to make structural alterations, to exceed $1200 in
value, shall first make application for a permit on application obtained
fron the Building Inspector. 1981
1. Said application shall be accompanied by a sketch or plan of the
proposed building or alterations.
2. Said application shall be accompanied by a signed statement of the





The Building Inspector and Health Officer shall be paid by the Town $3.00
for issuing or reissuing all permits. Inspectors shall be paid 12% of permit
fee, but not less than $10.00 per inspection. There shall be an identical
fee to reissue any permit or to reinspect after an inspection has been dis-
approved. Such additional fee is to be paid by the person requesting the permit
or inspection. The Building Inspector and/or Health Officer may obtain expert
assistance for any inspection on a conmercial building and fees for this shall
be assumed by the Town.
After the issuance of a building permit, construction shall start within ninety
(90) days from date of issue; if construction is not started permit shall be
void and fee, less issuing fee, shall be refimded upon application only if
application for refund is made within 12 months. Tlie placement of footings shall
constitute start of construction.
(Page 33)
Section VI
9. All structures shall be set on solid foundations of cement, brick, stone or
other acceptable masonry, such foundation shall have adequate footings,
except in special cases where buildings are to be used for accessory use
the Building Inspector may waive the requirenents of this section and permit
the use of wood, metal or masonry piers.
(Page 34)
14. All buildings shall conform to and comply with 1978 BOCA Codes with auto-
matic acceptance of revisions as they are published.
19. A permit shall be obtained from the Building Inspector before installation
of an inground pool, above-ground pool or storable (30 or more inches deep)
pool. Application shall be acccmpanied by a sketch showing location of the
pool on the house lot, in reference to lot lines, septic systems and build-
ings. Pools shall be protected by a fence inmediately. Any pool over 30
inches deep shall be enclosed by a fence that is designed to prevent access
by children. The fence must be a minimum of four (4) feet high, with a
gate that can be securely locked. Any above-ground pool over four (4) feet
high with a retractible ladder does not require a fence.
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Atkinson Board of Adjustment
Annual Report for the Year 1983
During 1983, the Atkinson Board of Adjustment received thirty-four (34)
applications for Public Hearings and/or Rehearings concerning requests for
Variances to Atkinson's Zoning Ordinances. (This was twice the number of
Public Hearings held the previous year, 1982).
Of the thirty-four (34) scheduled hearings, 20 were approved, 3 were denied,
9 were continuances, 1 did not appear, and 1 was determined by the Board not
to be required.
The general reasons for the twenty-three (23) Hearings which resulted in a
decision were as follows:
Reason for Variance
Lot Line or Set Back
Home Construction on Contiguous Lot
Distance fron Wetlands













John W. Holbrook, Chairman


































Total Building Permits issued in 1983 were up by 35 compared to 1982.
New Home starts were up by 9 to a total of 25 compared to 16 new home
starts in 1982.
Respectfully submitted,





Four and one-half miles of road were oiled and sanded this year. Meditation
Lane and Salem Road were shirrmed and tarred. The tar omilsion I used this year
was different frcm previous years. It was less apt to "pick up" on vehicles
travelling on those roads that were treated. I reconstructed part of Island
Pond Road and 300 feet of Crystal Hill, and corrected water problems on Far
View Hill Road and at the comer of Summt Drive and Sawyer Avenue.
Forty-eight street signs and several stop signs were installed.
I was unable to solve all the water problon on Sleepy Hollow as planned because
of one resident's objection to going on his property; therefore I had to reroute
the water in another way.
This year, I presented to the Selectmen a petition I had originated to request
that the State review North Broadway and erect signs on that road to make it
safer to drive on. The petition was acknowledged and the work done. I have
always been concerned about the dangerous condition of that road. Under the
State Aid Program, North Broadway can have construction work done over a three-
year period, with the state covering two thirds of the cost. The town would only
pay for one third.
The Blount's Pond project was finally conpleted except for the final layer of
hot top wiiich will be applied in the spring.
The most important work for Winter Maintenance is snow removal, salting and
sanding.
I am pleased to say that all work budgeted for the Road Agent was ccnpleted,







I was unable to stay within the budget for Sexton for two reasons.
Ihere were fifteen burials in 1983, wiiile my budget only provided for six.
Another unexpected bill went for the rorioval of hazardous waste material
that has been kept in the Hearse House for many years. Hie cost of resnoval
was $450.00.
The Hearse House is not safe to store any cemetery equipment. I am pleased




All perpetual care lots had flowers planted for Memorial Day. I am making
an effort to have water piped from the library to the New Cemetery.
I am satisfied with all the maintenance I did at the canetery in my first
year, and wish to thank all those people who took the time to thank me, both






TTie biggest problans for the Health Officer in 1983 were the failing septic
systans of the Town Hall and the Library. As Health Officer, I made dye tests
of both systems; both systems showed failure. I have made many attonpts
through the Board of Health, wiio are the Selectmen, to have these problems
corrected. Plans were drawn up for Town Hall and work was approved by the
previous Board, who voted to install a chamber system; as of 12/31/83 no work
had been done. For the Library, there has been no attempt to get plans in
order that a working price can be obtained by bid. I feel it is very important
to make the proper corrections and get those problans resolved, and I shall
continue to work towards that goal.
A reminder to all residents of Atkinson: Due to new changes in the law,
any repair or a replacanent with any changes, requires a set of plans, pre-
pared by a licensed designer and approved by the New Hampshire Water Supply
and Pollution Control ConmissJon. Only licensed installers may work on sewage
systens.
In 1983, repairs were less than in 1982. New systems are on the rise
because more new houses are being built.
If you are not shown wiiat to do when you have a sewage problem, please






In 1983, as in previoios years, the problem remains the same - dogs that
are picked up with no tags or collars and therefore, no way of tracing the
owners. Although there were only a few of these animals that ended up being
put to sleep (and those because they were unsuitable, disposition-wise, for
adoption) it took almost $1,200.00 of the town's money to board them, and a
tremendous effort on this department's part to place them all.
Also, under State Statute, two dogs were impounded this year for 10 days
at the owners' expense because they had bitten people and did not have current
rabies vaccinations. With the incidence of rabies on the rise, owners should
make sure that both dogs and cats have current vaccinations.
One problem that is on the rise is the incidence of dogs running deer,
partly due to the rise in population of the deer herd in the area, and partly
because people can't believe that their gentle pet could possibly chase a
deer. Fortunately, other than damage to vehicles and the deer, no one has
been hurt, but it can happen; and, also, the owners of the dogs are responsible
for damages to vehicles, and the dogs can be destroyed on the spot. It is
too bad that dumb animals have to suffer because intelligent owners can't
accept their responsibilities.
Last of all, I would like to thank everyone who makes this department
effective by giving 110% - ray assistants; the people at the kennel wtio really
care about the dogs; the people at dispatch w*io are my "guiding lights"; the
people at the Town Clerk's office, the Selectmen and their staff, for their







The Atkinson Recreation Conmission has had a husy and eventful 1983.
Many established programs were again offered; there were seme expansions and
some additions.
Activities began in the Spring with the Baseball Programs - Minor League,
Timberlane Jr. and Babe Ruth Baseball were enjoyed by many boys and girls ages
8-15. A new team for baseball enthusiasts 16 - 18 years of age is being
planned for 1984.
The 2nd Annual Atkinson Family Day - June 25th got off to a soggy start,
but afternoon activities were a success. Some of the highlights were Pony rides,
denonstration by Fire Department, children's games, competitions between various
groups and officials, dimking booth, story-telling, palm reading, white elephant
tables, many food booths and a BEER TENT! The Recreation Corrmission extends to all
participating townspeople and organizations sincere thanks for their help and
support. A raffle sponsored by town groups made possible a permanent source of
electricity at Pope Field. We're looking forward to working again with represen-
tatives fran these organizations towards another successful Atkinson Family Day.
We feel that Family Day could be the "Fun EVENT" that everyone in Atkinson can
look forward to, participate in and enjoy!!
'Ihe Sun 'n Fun Sunmer Program for Atkinson youth was a valuable experience.
Patty Gaton and her crew did a superb job offering sports at Pope Field, Arts &
Crafts at the Academy and Field Trips (Canobie Lake, movies, etc.) and an end of
year cookout. Ihanks to Patty for her expertise!
Other sponsored programs this year were Jr. Football, co-ed Basketball (4th
and 5th grades). Basketball (6th thru 8th), girls Softball Clinic, Tennis Instruc-
tions, Handicap Riding, Exercise classes and Music Lessons. The annual Road Race
was held and fall field activities for children deleted due to similar events at
Family Day. Also a water source is now at Pope Field coiplete with drinking
fountain.
Pope Field continues to be used by town softball teams. Games may be seen
on Sunday morning during sumner months.
Some preliminary work on a trail system on the Stickney Parcel adjacent to
Pope Field has been started. The Recreation Ccrrmission has been working with
the Conservation Corrmittee with hopes of establishing a trail for hiking, jogging,
and x-country skiing. Ccmpletion of this project would include exercise stations,
wiiich could be used by townspeople of all ages.
1984 promises to be another successful year. Continuation of regular spon-
sored programs, expansion of Family Day and addition of an outing for Senior
Citizens and a ski clinic are all "in the works."
Ihanks to all involved for a successful year!
Jill Ziemba (Atkinson Recreation Ccnmission)
Sue Wattie Sherry Turell
Qiickie Morin Al Pettingill
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ELDERLY AFFAIRS
This was the first year Atkinson has had the position of Director of
Elderly Affairs and it's been a busy one.
I've made personal contact with a large nun±)er of Atkinson's senior
citizens. Many have called for help and information on varioios federal, state,
and local programs. While I already knew quite a lot about these programs fron
my Selectmen years, I've learned a great deal more while searching out additional
information for Atkinson's seniors.
I've tried to be of special assistance to those bed-ridden and want to
acknowledge help from Fred MacDonald, a very caring man.
We had a successful flu shot clinic, thanks to help from Hampstead
Riarmacist, Paul Auger, Dr. William Hart, and nurse Marcia Holloway.
In three separate distributions, 360 pounds of butter, 990 pounds of pro-
cessed cheese and 40 poionds of cheddar cheese were distributed to predominantly
senior citizens.
I've begun work on securing official state identification cards for our
seniors. Since many don't drive, they frequently have no driver's license or
official identification.
I've also started contacting certain service businesses in town and locally
about offering senior citizen discoimts.
Finally, I'd like to ask your support for the non-binding referendum ques-
tion on this year's election ballot. So many of our senior citizens on fixed
incones are having it especially rough. Passage of this question would be a
start towards allowing many over 75 to have it a little easier. If we don't
show sane ccmpassion for the elderly today, how can we expect compassion vhen
we're older? We have a real opportunity to do sonething good for our needy
elderly, to make their golden years a little easier on them. Please, vote
with caring and compassion.
Sincerely,
Carol Anne Grant
Director of Elderly Affairs
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BIRTHS RECORDED IN 1HE TOWN OF ATKINSON
For the year ending Decanber 31, 1983
Date
1982
MARRIAGES RBCCHDED IN THE TOWN OF ATKINSON
For the year ending Decariber 31, 1983
(Cont.)
Date Name of Groom and Bride
Jan. 15 Philip Arthur Archambault
Renee Candice Ouellette
Jan. 23 Vance Marlon Evans
Lori Ann Moses
Feb. 6 William P. Sentner
Adrith Lord Andersen
Feb. 20 Jeffery Scott Pettengill
Brenda Ann Henson
Mar. 18 Norman George Goodwin
Stephanie Jon Lekas
Apr. 1 Gaxy Lawrence Meade
Martha Katherine Poloian
Apr. 2 William Thonas David
Robin Leslie Lutts
Apr. 2 Joseph Norman Faucher
Rand Dana Stevens
May 21 Jeffrey C. Cottis
Karen L. Brown
May 22 Steven J. Dunn
Doreen Shoot
Jun. 11 Stanley Armitstead
Frances R. Goodwin
Jun. 25 Richard Paul Levesque
Wendy Joan Reed
Jun. 26 Calvin Edgar Lewis
Sally Wiggin Gates
Jun. 30 Scot T. Heckman
Joan T. Kinney
Jul. 8 Dcmenic Grasso
Nancy L. Read
Jul. 9 David Edward Leith
Shirley Ann Cote
Jul. 9 Brian Keith Nelson
Donna Marie Ouellette
Jul. 9 Garreth James Cooke
Sharon Ann Jackson
Jul. 16 John Francis IBourdelais
Robin Jean Flanagan
Jul. 18 Robert Dennis Rostrup
Janet Evelyn Bragg
Jul. 23 Francis William Gavin, Jr.
Sheryl Ann Lopez

















































Justice of the Peace
Rev. Leslie L. Leavitt, Jr.
Ordained Clergyman
John Tateosian
Justice of the Peace
Pauline H. Keezer
Justice of the Peace
Marjorie D. Moisan
Justice of the Peace
Linda S. Jette
Justice of the Peace
William E. Beane
Justice of the Peace
Linda S. Jette
Justice of the Peace
Robert E. Aspinwall
Clergyman
Rev. Kenneth A. Dunn
Minister
Rev. Leslie L. Leavitt, Jr.
Ordained Clergyman









Justice of the Peace
Linda S. Jette
Justice of the Peace
Leslie L. Leavitt, Jr.
Ordained Clergyman
Rev. Robert J. Karmery
R. C. Priest
Linda S. Jette
Justice of the Peace
Rev. Robert J. Konnery
R. C. Priest
Thcmas Schneider. S. J.
R. C. Priest
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MARRIAGES RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF ATKINSON
For the year ending December 31, 1983
(Cont.)
Date Name of Groan and Bride Residence By Whom Married
Jul.
DEATHS RECORDED IN THE TOWN OF ATKINSON
For the year ending December 31, 1983
Date Name of Deceased
Jan. 18 Alfred Lebel
Feb. 1 Harry Trenblay
Feb. 5 Gerard Peter Budney
Mar. 1 Jeffries R. Stevens
Mar. 14 Joanna P. Neill
Mar. 25 Mary V. Dwyer
Apr. 14 Charles Aimer Knapp
Apr. 18 Edward Francis Mills, Sr.
May 16 Ruth G. Campbell
May John Bradford Regan, Jr.
May 29 Ethel Stewart
Jim. 1 Stuart Hale
Jun. 4 Philip Hu^ Hamilton
Jun. 12 Natalie E. Brett
Jun. 13 Enez M. Devereux
Jun. 21 Bryan C. Mahan
Jul. 4 Cyril H. Butler
Jul. 17 Donald E. Walsh
Aug. 17 Ruth W. Kings ley
Aug. 29 Helen Hay Allen
Sept. 4 Leo W. Bourque
Nov. 20 Michael A. Artus
Age
TOWN OF ATKINSON, NEW HAMPSHIRE
1. Our population is approximately 4563; total land area is 11.2 square miles.
2. We are a Town Government, headed by three Selectmen, and governed by the
Annual Town Meeting, held in March.
3. We have a Volunteer Fire Department consisting of regular and day call
members. We have a call Police Department, and both departments are
available 24 hours a day.
4. Shopping centers are less than 1/2 mile away. There is no public trans-
portation in Atkinson, except for the elderly.
5. We are part of the Timberlane Regional School District which is comprised
of the towns of Plaistow, Atkinson, Danville, and Sandown. Tlie Rockwell
School and Atkinson Academy house students in grades R - 5. Students in
Grades 6 through 8 attend Timberlane Regional Junior High School, wtiile
high school students attend the Timberlane Regional High School. Both the
junior and senior high schools are located in Plaistow.
6. Our tax rate this year is $20.03 per thousand. The Town was revalued in
1982-83 by the New Hampshire Department of Revenue Administration. We are
presently valued at 100 percent.
7. There is no town water or sewerage, but some developers have their own
water systans. Our town is presently zoned primarily residential and lot
size requirenents vary with the district.
8. Hie Congregational Church is located in the center of town. Holy Angels
Catholic Church is located on Route 121, just over the Plaistow line. Hie
Pentucket Baptist Church is on East Road. Other denominational churches
may be found not more than a mile away in other cormunities.
9. Atkinson has the following organizations which meet regularly: Garden
Club, Tri-Town Club for Newcomers, Women's Civic Club, Lions Club, Day and
Evening Extension Groups. There is also the XYZ Club for the senior citizens.
For the children there is scouting, and there are programs for baseball,
basketball, junior football and soccer.
10. Town boards meet as follows: Selectmen - Monday, 7:30 p.m.; Conservation,
3rd Monday; Recreation, second Wednesday; Budget Connittee, 3rd Tuesday;
Planning Board, second and fourth Thursdays; Board of Adjustment, 3rd
Wednesday. All boards and comnittees meet in Town Hall.
11. Atkinson has a Transfer Station, for disposal of rubbish, located on the
Pope Road and open on Wednesdays, Saturday and Sunday. Brush may be disposed
of at the Atkinson Brush Dump, next to the Transfer Station, on Saturdays
and Sundays.
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If you are a registered voter of Atkinson and would like to
serve as a member of one of the following boards or canmissions
,
please fill out the form below, checking yoiir area in interest and
submit it to the Selectmen's Office.
PLANNING BOARD
BOARD OF AELrUSlT^ffiNT
RECREATION COMMISSICN
CCNSERVATIOSI CQMMISSia^_
OTHER
NAME
AIX)RESS_
PHONE
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